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The Day the Air Pollution Gremlins Came to Town
A Short Play

Cast of Characters
Christina
Steven
The Gremlins: (The Gremlins may be cast singularly or as a group of actors.)
Smelly Sulfur Dioxide
Nasty Nitrogen Oxide
Lumpy Lead
Odious Ozone
Pesky Particulate
Cranky Carbon Monoxide

Setting
Christina and Steven are sitting in a living room with the television, radio, fan, and three or four lights on.
They are watching a television show.

Script
Christina:

This is my favorite show!

Steven:

Yeah, I just love the Power Rangers. The song that's playing on the radio right
now is pretty cool, too. It goes along with the action on the TV.
Christina (She gets up and looks outside the window.) Hey, Steven look
at that! (Points to the sky)

Steven:

Wow! I wonder what it is? Let's go outside and get a better look. (Steven and
Christina go outside. A large cloud comes closer to them. Underneath or behind
the cloud are the Air Pollution Gremlins. The cloud stops right in front of Steven
and Christina. Immediately, the Gremlins start jumping around and making faces
at the audience and Christina and Steven.)

Steven:

Who are you?

Smelly Sulfur Dioxide:

We are the Air Pollution Gremlins. We've come to take over your town.

Christina:

Why would you want to do that? Only nice people live here.

Pesky Particulate:

You may be nice people, but nobody seems to care about the air in this town. So,
it looks like a good place to live. (sneer)
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I notice each of you has a different name. Why is that? Aren't you guys all the
same?

Cranky Carbon Monoxide: We have different names because we come from different sources and cause
different problems.
Steven & Christina:

Oh no!!

Cranky Carbon Monoxide: I'm Cranky Carbon Monoxide. I mostly come from car exhaust. I like to make
people dizzy and give them headaches. (Twists hands menacingly)
Smelly Sulfur Dioxide:
I'm Smelly Sulfur Dioxide. I come from smokestacks of power plants and
industries. I can hurt your eyes, noses and lungs. I can even eat away iron and
steel. I like to make the air look hazy. (Lunges at audience)
Nasty Nitrogen Dioxide:

I'm Nasty Nitrogen Dioxide. I have a yellow-brown color and I come from cars,
electric power plants and other large industries. I can make the air brown and
hazy. I like to hurt lungs, plants and metals. (Makes an evil laugh)

Lumpy Lead:

I'm Lumpy Lead. I can contaminate the air, food and water. Also, I am found in
some old paints. I'm very harmful to children and fish. (Does a little dance)

Odious Ozone:

I'm Odious Ozone. I'm invisible by myself, but when I get together with my
friends, I can help form smog. I can make it hard to breathe. (Lunges at
audience)

Pesky Particulate:

I'm Pesky Particulate. I live in the air and like to travel on the wind. I make things
dirty and I can carry harmful chemicals into your lungs as well. (Makes a very
loud and evil laugh)

Christina:

All of you sound so terrible! We don't want you to live here.

Odious Ozone:

You make it easy for us by wasting electricity and asking your parents to drive
you everywhere you want to go!

Steven:

You mean that just because we waste electricity and ride around a lot in the car,
you guys are here to stay?

Nasty Nitrogen Dioxide:

Bingo! Thank you for the invitation to live in your town!

Christina:

Well from now on, you're not invited to our town. I'm not wasting electricity
anymore and I'm going to walk or ride my bike if I want to go somewhere nearby.

Steven:

Yeah! (said firmly) We're starting right now! (Steven and Christina rush inside
and turn off all the lights and appliances they had left on.)
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Gremlins:

OH NO! We can't live in this town if no one is wasting energy! This doesn't seem
like a very good place to live after all.

Lumpy Lead:

I'm sure we can find another town where people are wasting energy. C'mon, let's
go! (The Gremlins leave in their cloud.)

Christina:

What do you want to do now?

Steven:

Let's go outside and ride our bikes in the fresh, clean air.

Christina:

I hope those Gremlins don't come back.

Steven:

They won't as long as we continue to use energy wisely.

THE END
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